President’s Message
2009! Wow!
My gym looks pretty busy. I hope yours is too. How are you fairing in this economy? I
thought I’d pass on a couple of different business opportunities that you might not be
aware of.
In this issue, read about ACN technology. This is really cool stuff. It might create
another income stream to help us through these tough times. Also, check out
KNOCKOUT. It’s a very easy way to start your own business. The KNOCKOUT
concept is perfect for the financials time we are faced with.
Our Personal Trainer of the Month is Jackie Brand. I think you’ll agree her story is
heartwarming. It just goes to show, anything is possible with desire, perseverance and a
strong spirit.
Please check out our website at Nccpt.com to post your services, sell stuff and look for
jobs. Please check out our on-line scheduler. It’s geared for trainers so it will send
automatic reminders to both you and your clients for their sessions.
For those of you in the colder regions, I feel for you. Saturday I rode fours in the rain at
54 degrees. Not super cold, but when you’re wet, it’s not fun.
If you hear of something cool, or you have something to say, go to our blog on the first
page of our site and let us have a piece of your mind.
Thank you,
Stay Fit

ACN
For those of you that are open to injecting an exciting new technology into your
training business, and at the same time create a fantastic stream of income for you and
your family, you need to read on! A telecommunications company called ACN is
leading the way in distributing the latest must have device, the ACN Video Phone.
Imagine being able to see the people you are talking to, not just hear their voices. For
personal trainers like yourselves, this new technology can be a huge asset to your
business. If you have clients in other states or even in other countries, with the ACN
Video Phone you can do video training sessions in real time.
All that’s needed are a high-speed internet connection and an ACN Video Phone, and
you have what you need to run your training business from state to state and continent to
continent! Gone are the days where you have to be present with your clients to conduct
your training. Now you can run your business anywhere and with clients anywhere in the
world.
The ACN Video Phone device is only $99 and the digital phone service is only $29.99
+ tax per month for unlimited local and long distance calling in the USA, Canada, and
Puerto Rico, and unlimited international ACN to ACN Video phone calling. What is
even more exciting is that ACN not only affords you the opportunity to utilize this
awesome technology for your training business, but ACN also allows individuals to
create a life changing stream of income on a part-time basis by signing up as an ACN
Independent Representative.
As an ACN Independent Representative, you are able to cultivate a source of residual
income by marketing not only the Video Phone technology, but by also marketing all of
the telecom services available today. ACN has partnered with all of the major wireless
carriers, both of the major satellite TV carriers, and has even partnered with the largest
home security system provider in North America. As a result, ACN Independent
Representatives are able to market all of the latest telecom products and services, and get
paid for it!
To learn more about ACN's products and services, including the ACN Video Phone,
please go to www.myacn.com or call Jake Simmons, ACN Independent Representative at
(310) 570-9368.
To learn more about becoming an ACN Independent Representative, please go to
www.jakesimmons.acnrep.com or call Jake Simmons, ACN Independent Representative
at (310) 570-9368.

Training the Older Athlete
By John Platero

How old is older? It seems it depends on the sport. A gymnast would be considered old
at 20. The average age of a Mr. Olympia is 34 years of age. In contrast, a professional
cyclist might be considering retirement at 34. In fact, Firmin Lambot is the oldest person
to ever win the Tour de France in 1922 at the age of 36. This year, Lance Armstrong will
be competing at 37. Dara Torres made Olympic history when she won three silver medals
in swimming at age 41. More and more athletes are continuing to compete as they get
older. Although different sports and organizations vary in their definition of a Masters
athlete, in this article the term “older athlete” is someone over the age of 50.
Changes as we age.
As we get older, joint cartilage and bone density decreases and our tendons and
ligaments become less elastic. All persons over 40 show some type of degenerative joint
disease. Bounding sports like basketball or football become more dangerous with an
increase in orthopedic injuries. We start losing muscle and gaining fat. The stresses and
demands of life increase and our physical activity decreases. According to the center of
Disease Control, more than 60% of American adults don’t get the recommended amounts
of physical activity.
The relationship between behaviors and biological processes may affect the persons
drive to exercise, which means the desire to work out is less. Our hearts beat slower and
pump less blood. Our lung capacity also decreases. Oxygen is the life fuel for muscles;
without it, they simply can’t work. What a bleak picture. I’m getting depressed already.
Endurance sports such as cycling and swimming are much less damaging to the body.
Although athletic performance declines inevitably as we age, studies show that
swimming performance declines exponentially a full ten years later than running. (1)
Aerobic exercise improves oxygen consumption in the body as well as its use in energy
for metabolism. However, maximum aerobic power starts to fall predictably beginning in
middle age, decreasing about 5mL/kg/min every decade of life. In a typical sedentary
man, by the age of 60 years, the maximal aerobic power will have dropped to about

25mL/kg/min – this is almost half of what it was at age 20. When this ability drops
below 18 in men or 15 in women, it becomes very difficult to perform daily tasks without
severe fatigue.(2) This is one of the main reasons we slow down, get weak and lose
stamina as we age. The good news is, research shows that high intensity aerobic exercise
over a long period boosted maximum aerobic power by 25%!
Training Tips
At 50 or older a general warm-up is mandatory. If needed, a specific warm-up may
follow. The greater the intensity of the event, the longer the warm-up needed. When I
perform a time trial in cycling (which is an all out effort) I warm up for an hour with at
least three, hard, one minute intervals.
Before a specific warm-up, try these global, multi-joint, medicine ball, full body
movements. Here are five movements that serve as a great general full body warm-up.
1. squat with a chest press
2. wood chop
3. lateral flexion
4. standing twist
5. 45 degree wood chop
6. circles

Self massaging with a foam roller is also a great way to loosen up the muscles and make
the tissue more pliable. Before exercise, I recommend to always foam roll the entire body
for six to eight minutes.
Once you’ve finished foam rolling, perform a specific dynamic warm-up for the
particular event you are planning to do. If it’s baseball, warm up the arm slowly and
practice some short accelerations, cutting to the left and right. Be specific and slowly add
speed to each effort.
Stretching
Stretching feels good, but according to the latest literature it’s best to not perform static
stretching before an athletic event. I recommend stretching after the event. The goal is to
maintain normal ranges of motion for all the joints. Dynamic movement in my opinion is
a better choice than static stretching.
Resistance Training
Resistance training now becomes mandatory even for die-hard endurance athletes.
Muscle power is a key aspect to most competitive events. Power declines earlier and
faster than strength. Balance can be an issue. Before squatting, juggling and whistling
Dixie on a Bosu ball, start with the basics. Consider training the body from the inside,
out. Start with stabilization exercises. The most stable place is the ground. Master that
first. For older athletes a full body approach is best. Squats, dead lifts, presses, rows, sit-

ups, pull-ups, etc. Make sure to concentrate on range of motion and proper technique,
including breathing. Modify the exercises if there is an injury.
Rest and sleep are more important than ever. Schedule and consider it as part of the
training. This is critical. Older athletes don’t recuperate as quickly.
Nutrition
Sound nutritional strategies remain the same for the older athlete. Caloric intake may
be less for a 50 year old than a 20 year old of the same height, weight and body fat.
Training for the Senior World Games, I personally didn’t adhere to the “five-six meals a
day” plan. I’m always fairly lean so I had to lose muscle. Breakfast was a small bowl of
cereal with a half of banana, strawberries and blueberries. Lunch was ¾ cup or a ½ cup of
pasta with meat sauce and dinner was a large salad and one boiled egg. Not many
calories. I carried food with me on my bike rides in case I needed additional calories. I
don’t drink a ton of water otherwise, I’m in the bathroom too much.
Most older athletes are similar. Here are a few examples.
George Pomel is a French 80 year old cyclist. “I still ride 150-200 miles a week; 35
miles one day and then 50 miles the next. I always warm up for twenty minutes in the
morning.” For breakfast before his ride he eats a fruit bar. After the ride he has a bowl of
fruit, yogurt and peanuts, then he naps. For dinner, broiled chicken or fish with pasta, rice
or potatoes and has peanuts for desert. He barely drinks water during the day. On the ride
he drinks one bottle with electrolytes. “I hardly drink during the day. I’m rarely thirsty. I
do have four small cups of coffee a day and a glass of wine when I feel like it.” Not many
calories. He’s 5’6 and 140 pounds. When I asked him what the key to his fitness was, he
told me “Never lie. Always go to bed with a clean conscience and know your body. If
there is pain, back off and rest.”
Michael Lukich is from Yugoslavia and was a world-class power-lifter and many times
World Champion cyclist. He is 5’5 and a solid 160 pounds. He cycles 15-20 hours a
week, lifts weights twice a week and daily works his core. For breakfast he has a bagel
and cream cheese or a low-fat muffin with decaf coffee before the gym. Two to three
hours later he has another bagel or muffin before his ride. After the ride, he eats fruit;
watermelon, grapes, cherries, oranges, etc., and yogurt or nuts. Sound familiar? For
dinner he eats broiled or roasted chicken with rice or beans. He never eats red meat or
vegetables. For a snack he eats more fruit. With all the fruit he consumes, Mike doesn’t
have to drink as much water.
Karen Lester, like me is 50. She just placed 4th overall in the National Fitness America
Paegant. She is 5’5, 125 pounds and 10.8% body fat! Karen ate every three hours. For
breakfast she had oatmeal, five egg whites and four ounces of orange juice. Her midmorning snack was a protein shake. Lunch was five ounces of chicken with steamed
spinach and a yam. Afternoon snack was four ounces of ground turkey on a leaf of
lettuce. Ooh, yummy. Dinner was six ounces of fish or five ounces of chicken and
asparagus. Night time snack was another protein shake. Karen however, did drink almost
a gallon of water a day.
As you can see, all four of us don’t consume a lot of calories. Interestingly enough, the
three cyclists who do much more exercise, ate less frequently than the fitness woman

who trained less. Karen needed to maintain or build muscle and lose fat, while we aren’t
as concerned with muscle or our upper body.
It’s not over.
Yes, we age, and yes, our performance will decline, but at 50 and over, an athlete can
still make progress. In 2008 I turned 50. In 2007 I set a goal to compete in the Huntsman
Senior World Games. The Huntsman World Senior Games is a world-class, Olympicformat, international sporting event for athletes ages 50 years and older. Founded more
than 20 years ago, the Games currently hosts over 9,500 athletes annually. Each October,
for two weeks, the event is held in colorful St. George, Utah, less than a two-hour drive
from Las Vegas, Nevada. At the 2008 Games, athletes competed in 25 different sports.
Here is how I won 4 gold medals, one silver and two bronze medals at those games.
Fail to plan, plan to fail.
I based my plan on a Periodization model. The roots of Periodization design date back
to Eastern Bloc countries in the 1950’s and 1960’s. Tudor Bompa has a great book about
the subject. The primary goal is to progressively and systematically overload the body for
specific periods of time.
Here is what my general plan was.
January – March: Volume. Progressively longer rides with one to two days of intensity.
Rest – one week of rest at the end of March.
March-May: Decrease volume and increase intensity to build strength by riding very
steep hills and progressively adding more volume.
Rest: 3-5 days of pure rest.
June: Substitute motor-pacing or speed for the hills on the intensity days.
July – August: Compete or do group rides three to four days a week.
August 21-30th: Compete in the Master World Games in Austria.
September – October: Altitude training and mountain biking in Park City and Brian
Head, Utah.
October: Huntsman Senior World Games.
The best laid plans………….don’t often go as planned.
We had the coldest winter in 60 years and it rained a ton. I couldn’t accumulate as
much volume as I had intended. On my first scheduled rest, I tore cartilage in my left
knee presenting to trainers in Sao Paulo, Brazil. This was a major problem. I had a paid
for a cycling trip to the Dolomites in Italy scheduled at the end of my “hill” period. I
would need a knee for those mountains. I had knee surgery April 15th. While rehabbing I
was hired to teach and consult for a hospital in Doha, Qatar at the end of May. A desert in
the Middle East isn’t the best place to cycle, hence, I gained weight. Four days before my
trip to the Dolomites I tore my pectoralis major training some national team athletes.
Great! Now I could barely move my arm. After the Dolomites I returned to the U.S.A.
and recovered. I lost 17 pounds, got down to 3.5% body fat and did fairly well in August
at the Masters World Championships in Austria. In September, I crashed hard on my

second mountain bike ride in Park City, Utah and landed on the bad knee again! With
two weeks to go before my event I iced and rehabbed it enough to make it to the World
Games; won 4 gold medals in road racing and one silver and two bronze in mountain
biking. Not bad for an old guy.

Personal Trainer of the Month

Jackie Brand

If you were to profile most trainers, Jackie wouldn’t fit the mold. She didn’t play sports
and wasn’t athletic. On the contrary, she was very overweight and was a classical
musician. She started in junior high school playing the French horn, played through
college at Cal-State Lutheran and still plays today. In college, Jackie wanted to be an
elementary school teacher, but after helping out in the classroom, decided it just wasn’t
for her.
At 44 years of age, Jackie had enough of being obese. “I hit rock bottom. I couldn’t go
to the movies, because I couldn’t fit into the seats. I couldn’t get through a turnstile and
had to use handicap entrances.” The year before she was offered to travel to England to
perform but was terrified to go for the fear of having to buy two seats. Her feet started to
bother her and were going numb so she went to the doctor. “He said I was the healthiest
morbidly obese person he had ever met! I thought morbidly obese?”
Gastoc-bypass surgery was an option and she went through all of the tests. But alas, in
the end, her insurance wouldn’t cover her. “Then I really got depressed.”
Her husband made the move and signed her up for Jenny Craig where she lost 50
pounds! At 50 pounds, she hit a plateau and actually gained some weight back. “There
was no way I was going to a gym, so my husband got me a trainer at a small gym in
Calabasas called “Stay Fit.” “It took everything I had for the first six weeks to even walk
in the door. I would sit in my car and have to talk myself into going in.” This woman has
a lot of courage.
Her trainer was the owner, Chris Caufield. In six weeks, she lost 26 pounds! “Then I
was hooked. You couldn’t keep me out of the gym.” She worked out three days a week

and performed cardio six days a week. “I took one day a week off. I recommend that to
all of my clients.”
In twelve months she lost 100 pounds! Losing that much weight leaves a lot of skin. In
2004 she had seven pounds of skin surgically removed. That Christmas her husband, and
avid cyclist bought her a bicycle. Her trainer was her “safety blanket” and Jackie was
afraid she might put weight back on without him. It was getting too expensive though and
she could no longer afford it. The owner empathetically suggested a trade, and Jackie
began to work the front desk. It wasn’t long before Chris encouraged her to become a
trainer and Jackie began her personal training career at Stay Fit.
Five months after she received her bicycle she completed her first century finishing
“Cruising the Conejos” in six hours! In 2006 she ran the “Great Race;” a ½ marathon.
Wow, go girl.
Jackie belongs to the National Weight Registry which is a networking organization for
people who have lost 30 pounds or more. “I still journal my food. This is huge. Once it’s
in on paper, it’s real. You are now accountable.”
Jackie exemplifies her fitness philosophy. “I want to make fitness a part of my lifestyle
not my life. You don’t have to live in the gym all day.” Not unless you’re making some
money. 
“I have a few clients that have lost over 50 pounds or more, but one of my clients,
Norm, has lost 90 pounds in a year and no longer has to take his blood pressure and has
lowered his diabetes medication.”
Her favorite clients are the morbidly obese. “They can’t BS me. They can’t get away
with it.”
Jackie still weight trains three times a week, hikes twice a week and does cardio as
much as possible. She injured her shoulder while cycling, so she’s has to put the cycling
on hold until that heals.
“You genuinely have to like people. I don’t have to work, so I train people because I
want to, not because I have to. You have to be professional and show respect. Call people
back and acknowledge them. Everyone wants to feel important and to feel kindness.”
When she speaks her eyes swell with emotion. This is a woman who knows what it feels
like to be the outsider and the salvation of a helping hand. This is a woman who has a
personal connection with her clients and feels immensely for each and every one of them.

For her courage, strength and passion, we are proud to be associated with Jackie
Brand and to have her as the NCCPT, February, 2009, Personal Trainer of the
Month

